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Background
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• Vocations: the link between 
 post‐compulsory education 
 and the labour market

– http://www.ncver.edu.au/work
 inprogress/projects/10454.htm
 l

– How to improve pathways 
 within & between education & 

 work
– 3 streams, 3 universities
– Lot of reports from project 

 published & more coming

http://www.bvet.nsw.gov.au/pdf/rethinking_skills.pdf

http://www.ncver.edu.au/workinprogress/projects/10454.html
http://www.ncver.edu.au/workinprogress/projects/10454.html
http://www.ncver.edu.au/workinprogress/projects/10454.html
http://www.bvet.nsw.gov.au/pdf/rethinking_skills.pdf


• Educational pathways are 
 shaped by the relationship 
 between qualifications & work

• Improving educational pathways 
 requires improving occupational 
 pathways 

• Nature & structure of pathways 
 will differ between industries

• Policy implications – a uniform 
 approach to policy isn’t helpful

Argument
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Presentation Notes
Educational pathways are shaped by the relationship between qualifications & work
Improving educational pathways requires improving occupational pathways 
Nature & structure of pathways will differ between industries
Policy implications – a uniform approach to policy isn’t helpful
Many differences between NZ & Australia – way we organise our tertiary education systems etc, but many similarities too, particularly in structure of economy – both have liberal market economies 



• Intractable problems in Australian tertiary education
• Thinking about pathways differently
• Four types of pathways
• Pathways & changes within fields of education
• Intermediate skills – the missing link
• Alternatives? Vocations &  vocational streams
• The capabilities approach
• Preconditions for vocational streams
• Policy implications
• Short fat pathways
• All qualifications should serve 3 purposes
• Conclusion

Outline



• Skill shortages co‐exist 
 with increasing 

 qualifications
• A formally flexible system 

 is unresponsive to many 
 key labour markets 

 demands
• Loose fit between 

 qualifications & jobs

Intractable problems in Australian 
 tertiary education
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skill shortages co-exist with increasing qualifications. 
There are widespread reports of vacancies in strategic parts of the economy going unfilled.  This coincides with growing numbers of qualifications and qualified individuals.
A formally flexible system is unresponsive to many key labour markets demands.
The Australian system of workforce development, especial VET, is formally very flexible.  The reality is that many employers complain that it is unresponsive to their rapidly changing labour market needs.  Moreover, many workers complain their skills are not being fully utilised.
Loose fit between qualifications & jobs
VET’s qualifications teach specific workplace tasks & roles, but most people don’t work in the occupations associated with their qualification – VET qualifications are based on competency-based training models of curriculum which focus on knowledge & skills needed for specific workplace tasks & roles & standards of performance
 Only approximately 33% of VET graduates work in the jobs for which they are trained. Focusing of workplace tasks and roles is not efficient if people don’t work in those jobs, and it is too narrow to prepare them for the jobs they will work in.




• Most people don’t move 
 to higher occupational 

 skills following training, 
 but the system meant to 
 promote progression

• Innovation requires broad 
 ranging knowledge and 

 skills, yet training focuses 
 on existing practices

Intractable problems in Australian 
 tertiary education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people do not move to higher occupational skill levels following training in VET, yet the system was designed to promote progression. 
Occupational and educational pathways are weakly linked, students from disadvantaged backgrounds are over-represented in lower level VET qualifications, and VET is not able to adequately support social mobility or social inclusion.
Innovation requires broad ranging knowledge and skills, yet training focuses on existing practices. 
Innovative workplaces support ‘discretionary learning’ which in turn relies on workers having broad ranging knowledge and skills within their field. Education for the professions is designed to produce autonomous workers who are co-producers of their own learning, while VET’s focus is on workers who are under the direction of others.





• Discontinuities within 
 education, between 

 education & work, & 
 within work

• Pathways, transitions 
 & outcomes shaped by 

 social & institutional 
 factors, relation 

 between education & 
 work, & structure of 

 occupations

Thinking about pathways differently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discontinuities within education, between education & work, & within work
Pathways, transitions & outcomes shaped by social & institutional factors, relation between education & work, & structure of occupations
Where there are strong occupational pathways there will be strong educational pathways 
Strong occupational pathways where entry requirements specified & controlled by professional & occupational body – usually strong areas take a long time to train
Links much weaker in unregulated areas & leads to weaker educational pathways 





Thinking about pathways differently

• Most schools provide VET, 
 but it is weak, does not 

 lead to good outcomes
• Links between education & 

 work not strong
• Focus on building 

 occupational pathways 
 needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most schools provide VET, but it is weak, does not lead to good outcomes, & used mainly by disadvantaged students – social filter
Doesn’t provide a coherent program of study – fragmented – reflects VET qualifications
Year 12 no longer enough – this controversial & big policy shift
Links between education & work not strong
High levels of student articulation between VET & HE where strong occupational pathway, or related fields of education without strongly differentiated knowledge requirements & labour market outcomes
Overall, just over half students don’t stay within field of education – varies
Focus on building occupational pathways needed
Relationship between skills councils & professional bodies problematic – reflects occupational structures & divisions
Not just blaming educational providers – need to look at relationship between education & work



Four types of pathways

Business Nursing

Pure disciplines Engineering

High

HighLow

Links to work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High articulation, links to work strong
Regulated occupations, strong occupational pathway,  takes a long time to train, high input professional & occupational bodies (eg, health field of education)
High articulation, links to work weak
Unregulated, qualifications used as a screen, need a job to get a degree, graduates from both sectors compete for similar jobs (eg, management field of education)
Low articulation, links to work strong
Could be regulated, links to work strong but occupational pathways very weak, graduates go to different destinations (eg, engineering field of education)
Low articulation, links to work weak
No links between fields of education, links between field of education & work weak (eg, pure disciplines fields of education)




Students change their field of education 
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Source: Nick Fredman
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Presentation Notes
Most students stay within the same sector when they undertake a 2nd qualification – reflects segmentation of occupations
Overall, just over half of students change their field of education when they undertake a second qualification. The biggest field changers are those who go from HE to VET, but they are the smallest group overall. They mostly go into management & commerce FoE – makes sense. 
Just over half of those who do both qualifications in VET change their FoE, & just under half of those who do both qualifications in HE
Those who move from VET to HE – a bit under half stay within their FoE




Changes within fields of education
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Source: Nick Fredman
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Presentation Notes
By initial field, field changing varies from 38% in management and commerce to 79% in food and hospitality.
Students changing fields between a first and second qualification for each field of first qualification, per cent with 95% confidence intervals 
Source: ABS Survey of Education and Training, 2009
Management & commerce is the most popular FoE for a 2nd qual



• Hollowing out of the 
 middle of the labour 
 market –

 
intermediate 

 jobs declined
• Degree increasingly 

 becoming entry level 
 qualification

• Diploma declining in 
 importance – but still 
 the ‘cross‐over’

 qualification

Intermediate skills – the missing link 
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Presentation Notes
Hollowing out of the middle of the labour market – intermediate jobs declined
Gap between low & high skilled work – while each end has grown
‘skilled’ occupations requiring ‘a high degree of skill, usually in a wide range of related activities, performed with minimal direction and supervision. In contrast to operatives, persons in such vocations are competent to carry out a broad range of related tasks’. (OECD Curtain 2003, p.2)
Degree increasingly becoming entry level qualification
Diploma & degree graduates competing for the same jobs
Makes it harder to argue for curricular differentiation when graduates go to same destinations
Diploma declining in importance – but still the ‘cross-over’ qualification
More diploma graduates report working at level below skills than other graduates 
But potentially key equity qualification 







• What does it mean to 
 prepare people for 

 work? 
• What should VET be like 

 if it is so weakly linked to 
 work?

• Fixing the supply side 
 (education) only won’t 

 solve these problems

Intermediate skills – the missing link 
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Presentation Notes
What does it mean to prepare people for work? 
We know that academic education doesn’t work for a lot of students, particularly disadvantaged students
What should VET be like if it is so weakly linked to work?
Fixing the supply side (education) only won’t solve these problems – requires policy attention on the demand (employment) side
Cargo cult – create more qualifications & they will come – won’t work
This not unique to Australia – international research on hybrid qualifications 
Foundation degrees and higher national diplomas and certificates in UK, project with EU partners



• Prepare people for a 
 broader range of 

 occupations
• Structure work & education 

 on vocational streams
• Vocational steams: linked 

 occupations with common 
 concepts & practices

What are the alternatives?
 Vocations &  vocational streams
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure work and education around vocational streams
Vocational steams: linked occupations with common underpinning concepts & practices
Eg, care work
 



Start with the person

• Rather than specific workplace 
 requirements, focus is on 

 development of person, 
 attributes & knowledge & skills

• Starts with the person
 

within 
 vocational stream not 

 workplace tasks & roles
• Allows coherent continuum of 

 knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than specific workplace requirements, focus is on development of person, attributes & knowledge & skills
Starts with the person within vocational stream not workplace tasks & roles
Allows coherent continuum of knowledge
Links work, VET & HE – allows for vertical & horizontal transitions
Links occupational & educational progression – by being located within a common vocational stream, but not too tightly tied to the specifics of work



The interaction between education & work

The capabilities approach
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Structure of work: families of linked 

 occupations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Capabilities are underpinned by wide-ranging resources, and enable individuals to engage in vocational practices at work. Agency emerges from the capabilities individuals have to make choices and participate in work and family, social and civic life. Needs to focus on the individual in the context of their occupation – broader than specific workplace requirements.

Also means that education for work must go beyond work. Skilfulness at work is an emergent property of broader ranging knowledge & skills

Vocational streams consist of linked occupations that share common vocational practices and knowledge base. Each vocational stream consists of a number of different occupations, and each occupation consists of a number of different jobs. Horizontal movement between occupations and jobs is possible, as well as vertical movement to higher skilled occupations and jobs





Preconditions for vocational streams

AG Agriculture
CSH Community Services & Health
ENG Engineering
FS Financial Services
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Serena Yu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social partners – employers, unions, employer bodies, professional & occupational bodies, skills councils, educational institutions, government, statutory bodies – and sometimes councils (eg, Narrabri)

Aim is to move to high social partner readiness and strong commonalities in practices – may not be possible in all industries – tailor strategies to push towards collaboration, but take account of existing realities.

Means that qualifications in some fields – such as financial services – will act as a screening device for employers about overall capability whereas qualifications in other industries will signal knowledge and abilities required to do jobs – eg, nursing. 
Policy implications
Policy needs to be differentiated - takes account of the nature of each industry and way skill is formed – will be different in agriculture & community services
Agriculture will require regional approaches
Community services – may be able to group aged, disability & mental health, but not childcare or health…
Get skills councils & professional bodies working together on occupational structures – our work – educational institutions can give this a nudge, but unless has industry buy-in, won’t be successful
Differentiated approach to qualifications – discuss later 







• Occupational labour 
 markets ‐

– Entry & progression 
 specified by the 

 profession/ occupation
– Qualifications specify what 

 people can know & do 
 (broadly)

– Pathways should be short 
 & fat

– Content & skills clearly 
 mapped

Policy implications

• Internal labour markets 
– Entry fairly open, internal 

 progression through 
 ranks

– Qualifications indicator of 
 capability & attributes 

 (broadly)
– Pathways should be short 

 & fat
– Content & skill less tightly 

 specified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need a differentiated approach that takes into account the relationship between education & the labour market – rather than a one-size fits all approach.
Occupational labour markets - 
Entry & progression specified by the profession/ occupation
Qualifications specify what people can know & do (broadly)
Pathways should be short & fat
Content & skills clearly mapped
Internal labour markets – qualifications act as a screening device
Entry fairly open, internal progression through ranks
Qualifications indicator of capability & attributes (broadly)
Pathways should be short & fat
Content & skill less tightly specified




• “If the bulk of the students transferring 
 choose to do so through a small subset of 

 conduits, then the allocation of resources 
 and attention should be informed by this 
 compelling fact. To spend time on the 

 potential needs of virtual students in 
 empty conduits is to neglect the manifest 

 needs of real students striving to 
 navigate the mainstream of transfer. 

 Priorities need to be set and observed if 
 transfer is to function well.”

• Laurente and Pailthorpe (2002: 4), California 
 Postsecondary Education Commission

All pathways should be short & fat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“If the bulk of the students transferring choose to do so through a small subset of conduits, then the allocation of resources and attention should be informed by this compelling fact. To spend time on the potential needs of virtual students in empty conduits is to neglect the manifest needs of real students striving to navigate the mainstream of transfer. Priorities need to be set and observed if transfer is to function well.”
Laurente and Pailthorpe (2002: 4), California Postsecondary Education Commission
Develop individualised or customised pathways for rest, but increasing traffic is a signal that a pathway is needed




All qualifications serve 3 purposes

1.
 

As a labour market qualification 
 (entry or upgrade)

2.
 

As a transition qualification to 
 higher level qualifications 

3.
 

To widen access to tertiary 
 education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How 2 & 3 differ – no. 2 can is about skills deepening but can also deepen access by existing social groups. For example, socio-economic profile of students doing diplomas & above in VET is similar to those doing degrees 
The emphasis will vary depending on the relationship between the qualification & the labour market, but all qualifications should do all 3 things to a greater or lesser extent. More variation in what qualifications do.
.




• Relationship between 
 education & jobs weak

• Think about structure of work 
 & way we prepare people for 
 work differently

• Start with the person 
• Capabilities approach & 

 vocations & vocational 
 streams provide a way of 

 thinking about this
• Policy implications –

 occupational pathways

Conclusion

• Need more nuanced 
 policies

• All qualifications serve 3 
 purposes, but differently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship between education & jobs weak
Need to think about structure of work & way we prepare people for work differently
Start with the person in the context of the occupation – similarities to the way the professions prepare people
Capabilities approach & vocations & vocational streams provide a way of thinking about this
Policy implications for education & labour  market – focus on structuring occupational pathways
But the relationship between education & jobs will vary – need more nuanced policies
Recognising that all qualifications must serve these three purposes, even if they do so differently
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